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We introduce ourselves as Builders and Developers who take pride

in creating Residential and Commercial spaces with not only

structural elegance but also offer a warm and cosy ambiance.

We have constructed homes ranging from duplex ...
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About Us

We introduce ourselves as Builders and Developers who take pride in creating Residential and

Commercial spaces with not only structural elegance but also offer a warm and cosy ambiance. We

have constructed homes ranging from duplex apartments of 4 and 5 Bedrooms to 2, 3 and 4

Bedroom Flats totaling to approx 4,80,000 sq.ft. area of construction.

In addition to this we have successfully completed construction of Commercial Spaces consisting of

Showrooms, Offices, etc. of approx. 42,000 sq.ft. Commercial spaces include Gulmohar Commercial,

a building that has Basement, Ground Floor Showroom spaces and three floors for offices, where our

Head Office is also located. Cityscape of Nagpur has changed tremendously in the past few years

due to growing awareness amongst the citizens. Buildings have become friendlier functionally as well

as aesthetically. Quality of construction is given a lot more importance and care is being taken to

maintain and improve the standards in construction. The legal clearances, which are also now a must

in every buyer’s checklist come at the top of our priority list. Another very important aspect for a

consumer while deciding on a property is the ratio of Carpet area and Built up area (the area under

his direct possession) to the Super Built up area (the area for which the consumer pays which

includes the common areas and passages). These ratios in our constructions are also very high, in

fact, higher than the average Nagpur market standards...

For more information, please visit

https://www.indiamart.com/sandeep-dwellers-nagpur/aboutus.html
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Real Estate / Builders / Contractors



CONTACT US

Sandeep Dwellers
Contact Person: Mrunal 

Civil Lines, Near Hislop College 
Nagpur - 440012, Maharashtra, India
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